Worried about Math?
Don’t be! Help is available at

**MATH BOOT CAMP**

**Session 1: Monday-Friday**
**June 13 – June 24 from 3pm – 7pm**

For students in **ALL MAJORS** and **ALL COLLEGES** who are experiencing challenges with

- All levels of Algebra
- Trigonometry
- Methods of Calculus
- Calculus with Analytic Geometry 1

This computer-based, self-paced 30-hour workshop

- Led by FAU Mathematics instructors
- Allows you to work at your own pace
- Will help boost ALEKS scores
- Will prepare you for success
- Will help you overcome math avoidance/anxiety

$150 (less than half the cost of having to repeat a math class!)
$100 is refundable after successful completion of the course

For Info: MathBootCamp@fau.edu

**REGISTER NOW**